T E C H N I C A L

T O U R S

Heavy Maintenance
Hosted by Bombardier Transportation
Location:
Date:
Times:

Gate H, Dudley St, West Melbourne
Thursday 19 May 2015
9:00am

Duration:
Cost:
Capacity:

2 hours
$25 per person
20 Pax

Transportation: Delegates are required to make their own way to this tour

Heavy Vehicle Maintenance for Regional Passenger Rail – West Melbourne
With 61 production and engineering sites and 18 service centers in 28 countries, Bombardier Transportation is a
global leader in the rail industry. Covering the full spectrum of rail solutions, ranging from complete trains to subsystems, maintenance services, system integration and signaling. Bombardier’s installed base of rolling stock
exceeds 100,000 rail cars and locomotives worldwide. With a 39,400 strong global workforce, Bombardier
continues a proud tradition of delivering ingenious rail transportation solutions, including:


Rail vehicles - automated people movers, monorails, light rail vehicles, advanced rapid transit, metros,
commuter/regional trains, intercity/high-speed trains and locomotives



Propulsion and controls - complete product portfolio for applications ranging from trolley buses to freight
locomotives



Bogies - product portfolio for the entire range of rail vehicles



Services - fleet maintenance, operations and maintenance (O&M), vehicle refurbishment and
modernization, and material management



Transportation systems - customized “design-build-operate-maintain” transportation system solutions



Rail control solutions - advanced signaling solutions for mass transit and mainline systems

Bombardier Transportation has enjoyed a 60+ year presence in Australia with more than 1000 employees working
across in 22 locations.
With established maintenance facilities in the cities of Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane, Gold Coast and Adelaide
servicing current projects, Bombardier’s West Melbourne heavy maintenance facility maintains the V/Line regional
fleet, which includes the state of the art VLocity DMU, and V/Line’s legacy sprinter DMU’s, locomotives and
locomotive hauled fleet.
Agenda

Duration:

Welcome and Safety Brief
Presentation
Q&A Session (inc, Coffee/ Tea)
Site Tour

20 min
30 min
15 min
45 min

